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Abstract. We consider logic programs over a Herbrand base which is naturally identified with f~ 
Our logic programs P = !C: R) consist of a regular (ultimately periodic) set C of constunt ruies 
anA q f=tP n.q- U..U U Illl:i, _._li-rLi‘~rJ ^--‘I: set X of simple r&s. Fixed points of the program transformation Tp are 
subsets of N. Examples are given of a (non-trivial) program with fixed points of arbitrary 
recursion-theoretic c~mp!exi:j. We introduce a transformation Jp: f’+T?’ associated with a 
program I? Our main results prove that for all L c N, .I,,( f.) is a regu!ar fixed point of Tp. For 
two natural subclasses of programs, which we call positive and wya!iic~e, we dcdncp that the fixed 
points of T, are fixed points of .I.” and therefore regular. 
Associated with every logic program P is a transformation ‘TP whose least fixed 
point is used to specify the semantics of P [4]. The greatest fixed point of TP is 
studied in [2] as semantics for negation. In the extended Herbrand base (where 
infinitary terms are added), the greatest fixed point of the extension of TP has also 
been proposed as a semantics for logic programs that model perpetual processes 
[ 1,9]. Optimal, or maximal consistent fixed points have been suggested in other 
studies of semantics i7, iBs]_ “or logic i;rograms, Ln.“nX = * a 
. _I _ - 
IluwLicr, iniS Optiiiiai GXCCJ j3Oiiit 
reduces to the least fixed point 171. 
We are interested in undertaking a study of the mathematical theory of fixed 
points of logic programs as a means of ,-rogram classification. In this prpper we 
restrict our attention to logic programs which use a unary predicate, a unary function 
symbol and a single constant. For such programs the erbrand base is naturally 
identified with N and (Herbrand) interpretations are subsets of RJ. Our logic programs 
P = (C, R) consi:: of an arbitrary set C s &I of comtant rules an 
t of simple rule:,. F llowing the main r 
e restriction to sue 
ventional for logic p rams I*- btit o3r rest:;; . $old whenever this set is regular. 
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The principle tool in our study is the transformation Jp. The main results are the 
properties of Jp expressed in Theorems 3.5,3.7 and 3.9. Theorem 3.5 proves that 
Jp( L) is a fixed point of Tp for an arbitrary set L c N. Theorem 3.7 is the crucial 
technical result. Theorem 3.9 proves that whenever C is regu!ar, Jp(L) is regular 
for an arbitrary set LE N. We were motivated to study Jp upon discovering that for 
two natural classes of programs P, which we call po&ive snd negative, every fixed 
point of Tp is also a fined point of Jp. As a consequence (Theorems 3.10 and 3.11) 
we deduce that rhe fixed points of a positive or negative program are regular. 
2. Pdotatioa ared exampies 
The Herbrand bases we consider are specified by Y signature. A signature has the 
form(ao ,,.., al,;&,, . . . . b/)wherea, ,... 3ak,bo ,..., b[EN.AHerbrandbasewith 
this signature has ai predicate symb9!s of arity i (i = Oj _ _ . , k) and bj function 
symbols of arity j (j = 0, . . . , I). As usual constants are considered function symbols 
of arity (3. The signature of a logic program i s the sigr?ture of the underlying 
Herbrand base. The results in this paper are about logic programs v ith signature 
(0,l; 1,l). 
Given a logic program with signature (0,l; 1,l) we identify 
8 Q as the unary predicate symbol; 
f as the unary function symbol; 
4 as the constant; 
For n 20 the atomic formula Q(f”(X)) is written as X + II, where X is a variable; 
the ground atomic formula 9($“(t)) may be written simply as n. For example, the 
rule Q(X) * Q(f(X)), Q(f’(O)), Q(f3( Y)) would be written as X+X + 1,2, Y +3. 
A Herbrand interpretation for a program with this signature has the fcrm 
where S G N. We identify S with this interpretation. A constant rule has the form 
n + for ii E N. ‘;;v’e identify n e -with w. A simple rule has the f9sm 
24,+x+-u,+X,...,u,+X (ma1). 
A positive rule (resp., negative) is a simple rule u,,+ X + uI -I-X, . . . 9 u,,, +X for 
which ~10 > Ui (resp., ~0 C u;), i = 1, . . . , m. A simple logic program P = (. C, R) consists 
of a (possibly infinite) set C E N of constant rules and a finite, non-empty set of 
simple rules. A simple program is positive (resp. negative) if all of its rules are 
positive (resp. negative). For simple programs we make use of the following impor- 
tant constants: 
@ ~~P~~=tYlaX{~2fi-U~~: i>O,u,+Xtu,+X,...,u,+XER); 
43 J3(P)=max{[tJol: u,+X~u,+X,...,u,+x~R). 
The rule set R can be identified with the transformation R : 2N+ 2” defined, for 
EE N, as f9‘clplows: 
and ui4zEL,i=1,...,m). 
The usual program transformatior , Tp is expresses as ioiiows: for i. c N, FPjL) = 
C u R(L). The fixed points of TP are of primary interest o us and we refer to these 
as the fixed points of R We define R” : ZN-+ l.?‘, as follows: 
R* = ij (R u id)“. 
R20 
It is well known that R*(C) is the least fixed point of 7”= It is also known [7] that 
X* is a contin;;ous closure opcrrrtor with respect to the partial order G on 2”, i.e., 
it is continuous, increasing, and idempotent. These properties are not assumed and 
. 
For u EN, o E l+J u (00) iet [u, u j be the interval {m: u d m < u}. Define L,, = 
L n [ 2, v), for L G N. The transformation Jp : ZN -f ZN is defined as follows: for L G N, 
J,(L) = n R*(C u L”,,). 
t#Z=O 
It is clear that JP is monotone since R* is monotone. 
Consider the following examples. 
(1) The positive program 
x-i-2 c x. 
0. 
has only one fixed point (2n: n 2 0). 
(2) The negative program 
X + x+2. 
0. 
has two fixed points (2n: n 20) and N. 
(3) The trivial program consisting only of the rule X + X has every subset of N as 
a fixed point. 
(4) The program 
X c- X+2,X+4. 
x+2 + X,X-t-4. 
x+4 + x,x+2. 
is neither negative or positive. We can check that the qcle (0,2,4} is a bxed point. 
In fact, if S is any subset of N then it can be shown that 
F=7S+_:8,2,4} 
is a fixed point. Clearly F is recursively isomorphic to S [lo], an 
arbitrarily complicated (i.e, even non-recursive!y enu 
of this non-trivial program. 
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(5) In Section 5 we present a program P which satisfies the following properties: 
P has a fixed point F of arbitrary recursive complexity; 
for all finite, non-empty S c _F, F - S is not a fixed point of R 
In particular, the second criterion shows that F cannot be “‘decomposed” as a set 
of finite qcles as ir +hc. %..*.p.r; I. 0 o”o(m~:~ d LUG JJc,r,vkm C*caLlllpl-d. 
3. Results 
Throughcut this section we work with a simple logic program P = (C, R\ as 
specified in the previous section. The constants p = [lP[j and /3 = p(P) are used 
throughout this section. 
Define P.!r=(y:y+xt~). Let UEN: v~Nu(o~t, E,L,,LZ~N and XEN; we 
state without proof the following simple properties: 
(L/x),,,, = ( C,+,i, .)/x, for all 24, u El%; 
(L, u L2)/x = L,/x Y L,/x and (L! n &)/.x - L,/;r t-1 &/x. 
For MEN, u~Nu{m} and 4:2N+2N we define 4U,u:2rU3U)+2LU7U) by 4&L.)= 
4(L) n [u, u), for Lc [u, v). We can of course realize 4 as 40qol. It is important for 
our work to define the closure of R,,, for LE [u, u), as follows: 
R;,,(L)= u (R,,uid)“(L). 
n=0 
By abuse of notation, id represents the identity operator on [u, u). 
The following three lemmas give us the basic properties of R,, and Rz,,. We 
assume without proof that R,, is a monotonic operator on 2[“*“‘. The first result is 
a locality property of R,,. iet sip = maxi& s -p) represent he monus operation. 
Also assume that co +p = a~. 
Lemma 3.1. For all s E N, t E NW {a} and Lc_ [s, t), R.,,(L) G R( Ls+t+p). 
Proof. Let MY E R,,(L), then we can express w = u,-!- z where irO+ X +- 
U,-+X,_.., u,+X is a rule and Ui+ZE L, i=l,...,m. Writing Ui+Z=W+Ui--0 
weseethat W-psui+Z d w +p by the definition of p. Thus since w E [s, t) it follows 
that s-p~ui+Z<t+pand weconcludethat u~+zEL~+~+,,, i=l,...,m.There- 
c-__ . . IWIG su’= zi*f z E R(Ls:p,,+p ). 0 
The following result uses the continuity of R,,,,. This is a well known fact but we 
provide a proof of it for the sake of completeness. 
a3.2. Forallu~N, v~Nu(o~} andLc[u, vj, Rz,,,(L)=LuR ,,,,, (R:*,(L)). h 
pw!icuiar, R*(L) = Lu R(R*(f,)) fir all LcN 
roof. We first prove the following 
61aim 1: ,,,c is continuous. We will 
then follows easily. Let 
is continuous; the continuity 
ecreasing sequence of subsets 
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of FJ. We must show that R(il,,l L,) = Unz, R(L,). The inclusion Unzl R(L,) s 
-N__Jnz, LPI) r ‘< ouows by the monotonicity of R. Conversely, let w E R(IJ:,_: L,) then 
;:’ = go fz where Uo+X-U1-kX,..., rr,,,+X is a rule and Ui+ZE/J,,r L,,, 
: - , L - 1, . . . , . . -. w Consequently, there is an index q such that Ui + z E L,, i = 1,. . . , m 
and we conciude that w E K(L,) E R(ij,,, L,). 
For na0, let K(n)=(R,,uid)“(L). Observe that K(n)=K(n-I)U 
R,,(K(n-ljj, for n 2 1. We now prove the following. 
C/aim 2: Vn 2 1, K(n) = L u R,,( K (n - 1)). The proof is by induction on n. For 
n = I, K( i j = (R,, u id)(L) = L u R,,( K (0)). Now assume the c!aim is true for some 
s 2 1,. Using the induction hx*mn+r+an:- JPvrrlbJIJ and the fact that R,,(K(n - E )) 2 W,,,,(K (n)) 
we obtain 
_X(iT-t ::=~i’;nj-rR,,(li’(njj=LuR,,(K(n-l)juR,,,,,(K(nj) 
= Lu R,,(K(n)). 
We now complete the proof of the lemma as follows: 
since K(0) E K(1) 
= Lu IJ R,,(K(n-1)) by Ciaim 2 
,a 3 1 
= Lu Ru,V (IJ K(n-1)) by Claim 1 
n>I 
= Lu R,,,“(R&(L)j. 0 
The next result establishes a transkatian property of R,,. 
Lemma 3.3. For di x, T E N and L s [p +x, T+ x), Rg, x,r+x( L)/x = Rz,,(Llxj. 
Proof. It suffices to show RB+x,s+l (L)/x = Rp,+( L/x); the conclusion then follows 
by a straightforward induction argument. We first show RB+_r,T+_,( L)/x G Rp_,( L/x). 
Let jiE Rp+x,T_tx( L)/x then w = y +x E RP+_r,r+_( L) which implies that w = u,,+ z 
whereu,-t-Xc-u,+X,..., u,,, i-X is a ruie and ui + z E L, i = 1,. . _ , m. Furthermore 
w = y + x E [p +x, r -’ x) implies that y E [/?, 7). Since u,, 6 p we can express ~7 = u(,+ u 
for u~O. But Z=W--u~=x+~-u~=x+D and therefore X+t,+Ui=Z+UiEL, 
i=l,..., m. Therefore u f- U! = - + Ui E L/x, i = 1, . . . , m which implies that y = 
v + u. E R( L/x). We conclude that y E R( L/x j n [p, T) = 
Conversely, let y 5 R&L/x) then y = uo+ v where u,+X c- u1 + X, . . . , u,,, + 
a rule and Ui+VEL/X, i=l,...,f?l. T fore u,+v+xE L, i=l,... 
implies that y +x =U~+V+XE R(L). ermore, y E [II, r) im 
[p-kq 74-x). we conclu ,)nE 
J’E R/j+,,,+,(L)/rrY. II! 
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The following lemma establishes an approximation property of JP(L). 
Lemma 3.4. Let L G N and J = JP( L). Then for all u, v E N there exists c w Z- v such 
that J,,, = R”(C U LW.A,“. 
roof. For r: z’, !et K(n) = li’*(Cu L,,,),,. We observe that for a;i pz > 0, K(n) c 
[u, v) and K(n + 1) c K(n). We conclude that there exists a w 2 v such that K(n) = 
K(w), for all ra b w. Therefore Jlr,o=n,,,K(n)=r),,, K(n)=K(w) and the 
lemma is proved. Cl 
Thrmrnm 1 C 
1 ..I”.-..= Y.“. *For any kgic .nro,qrGrn P = (C9 R) and a7.v LS N, J = J,(L) is a fixed 
p&t Df T,, ncme& J = C u*R(J). Furthermore, H*(J) = J. 
roof. Once we have proved that J = C u R(J), we obtain (R u id)(J) = J from 
which R*(J) = J follows by an easy induction argument. 
We first show that C u R(J) c J. By the definition of J it is clear that C c J, 
therefore we must show that R(J) G J. For all EL 2 0, J G R*(C u L,,); therefore by 
monotonicity and Lemma 3.2, R(J) G R( R”( C u L,,)) E R*(C u L,,). Therefore 
NJ) E l-l,,, R*( C u L,,) = J. 
Conversely, let x E J By Lemma 3.4 there exists a w 2 x +p + 1 such that JO,,+,+, = 
& ,X+P+, where K = R*( C u L,,). By Ler- llma 3.2 we can express K = (C u L;,,) u 
R( K ) and therefore 
But &,cdo,x+~ = 8since w 3 x + 1 and therefore using Lemma 3.1 and monotonicity 
we obtain 
x cz G,x,-, u &,x+,(K) c_ C u WG,,+,+,) = C u NJ,,,+,+,) E C u R(J) 
and the theorem is proved. Cl 
Let J’ = JU,U+P u Jv-Pqv u C,,, . Observe that J’c J,,, follows from the fact that 
v 3 u +2p. We first show that R$(J’) G J,,,. It is quite obvious that R&(L) E 
*(L)),, for any L c N. Using this fact, the monotonicity of R,, and Theorem 3.5 
we obtain 
R$,(J’b R:,,(Ju.& (R*(Ju,,))u,,c (R*(J)L,,= Ju,,. 
Conversely, by Lemma 3.4 there exists a w 2 v such that J,,, = (R*( C u LW,oo))U,v. 
finition of R*( C u L,,,), it suffices to 
,&,” = CU., 
we now assume for n>@ that ~(=(~),,GWE,,(J’) and show that K(n+l),,s 
R&(J’ j. Observe that K(n + l),, = K(n),,,& K,,,(K(n)) and so it suffices to show 
that R,,(M(n)) E R&(Y). We first observe that 
R .,,+,(K(n)) u R,_,,(K(n)) c Jg,z+pu J,_,,z J’s R&(J’) 
and so it suffices to show that R .+,&K(n)) c R$,,(J’). Using Lemma 3.1, the 
induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
R .+,,,-,(K(n)) c R,,,(K(n),J c Ru,,W:,,(J’H E RZ,,(J’) 
sird the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 3.7. For all x, r E N, 7 2 /3 + 2p, 
t JIx)p.~ = R;,r((JI+,p+p u (J/d-,, u (C/x),,,). 
Proof. The theorem is proved as follows: 
(J/&T = (JE+,T+.-i)/x 
= Rp*cx,r+x~JP+x,P+x+p u JT+x--r,r+x u ~G+x.rtxh’~ by Lemma 3.6 
= R;,A!J9+x,13+s+,r r-j Jr+x-p,:tx c &x,++x)Ix> by Lemma 3.3 
= R&((.?/x)~,~ : p ” WXL,T” Wxip,J. cl 
The following result establishes a useful necessary and sufficient condition for 
the regularity of a set Lc N. It is expressed as a quorienr criterion in [3] as follows: 
L c N is regular if and only if card (L/x: x E N) is finite. Our version is easily seen 
to be equivalent to this and is stated without proof. 
Lemma 3.8. Let L E N. De$ns yL( T) = card {(L/x),,: x E IV). ‘Then L is regular ifand 
only if yL is a bounded function. 
Theorem 3.9; For any logic program P = (r; R) and L E N, if C is regular then so is 
J = Jp( L). 
roof. Let x, 7-e N such that 7 3 j? + 2~. We can express 
iJI&,r = iJ/‘x)o,, u R&s((JIx)~.~+~ u (J/XL,+ W&,,) 
from which we deduce, using the notation from Lemma 3.8, that yJ (7) s 2P’ 2P yb.( T? 
for r 2 p + 2p. The result follows immediately from this inequality by two applica- 
tions of Lemma 3.8. Cl 
. Let P = (R, C) be a positive program where C is a rcgu%ar set. The 
least jixed pocky ore 
F is ?vgh4la?-. 
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roof. Since F = R*(C) = J(0) it follows by Theorem 3.5 that F is a fixed point of 
T 1 P ,A% simg!e ind=~~+;n~ 
.-m-C -.-.-.-V-r, C VCLVL~ iX&rubidr ytuvba ruQL 1 +t-c ~ is thz le;isi lijiel_i yiririi. To gr"vt: 
that J(F) = F, we ave by Theorem 3.5 that J(F) = n,,, R*(C 0~ J(B),,,,) c 
R*( C u J(0)) E R”(J(0)) = J(0) = F and conversely by the monotnnicity of J, F = 
J(0) E %I( F). 
We need only s ow that F is unique. Let F’ be any fixed point of T,, then FE F’. 
Suppose that F’ f F, th;n we let w = the least element of F’ - E Since F’ is a fixed 
point we have F = C’ u F’. Clearly w P! C since C C_ F and therefore w E R( F’) 
which implies that w = aao-b z where wo+ X t U, +X, . . . , u, + X is a positive ; ule 
and u!-f-ZEF’. i=l,..., m. For some i, ui + z G.! F$ otherwise we would have 
w E R(F) c F. But then ui + z < uo+ z = w and Ui + z E F - F’, a contradiction. This 
compietes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 3.11. Let P = (R, C) be a negative program qf signature (0,l; 1, I) where 
C is a reguiar set. -There are only jinitely many jixed points F of TP. Furthermore 
F = ;‘,(F’) for _Si il_ ntl 4es4 j&d p&xi3 +m and fk_nm&W .,. , lJV, e they a?2 fcgujaf-. 
Proof. Let F be a fixed point of T = T,, i.e., F = C u R(F). We first show that 
I, P\ 
J(r) = r”. The inclusion in one direction is as foliows: 
J(F?=fl R*(CUF,,,)GR*(CUF)=R*(C~F)EF: 
II20 
To obtain the inclusion in the other direction it sufhces to prove the fohowing ciaim. 
Vn a 0, Fc R*( C u F,,.,). 
For n = 0 the claim is easily seen to be true. Assuming that it holds for some n 3 0 
we intend to prove that FG R*( C u F ,,+,&. By monotonicity and the induction 
hypothesis it suffices to show that C u F,*, G (R u id)( C u F,+,,w). We can express 
CuF,,,=(CuF,+,,,)u({n}n(F-C)) 
and therefore we need only show that {n}n(F-C)s R(Cu F,,+,,,.)+ If n@ F-C 
we are done. Assume that ~EF-CER(F). Then n=u,+z where rl,+X* 
q-t-x,..., u,,+Xisanegativeruleandu~+z~F,i=1,...,m.Sincen=u~+z~ 
ui+z, i=l,..., m, it follows that n E R( F,+,,,, ). We conclude that {n} n (F- C) c 
R( C LJ F,,+l,r) and we have proved that J(F) = F. 
!t_ remains to show that there are only firi+pt . . . ..y many Axed points, E Applying the 
result of Theorem 3.7 with x = 0 and 7 2 p +2p we obtain 
F;,., = E,aB u Fo,7. = F n [O, ,G) u ~.,(Fn(i]~,~i-P)Vr7-p,7))~Clj,7). 
here at” at ost 2Pt-‘p uatiotl for TZ’IU +2p. 
-r --s-~JI we condude that there are at most distinct fixed cl 
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We give here an informal justification for why the restriction to simple logic 
programs detracts nothing from the fixed point theory of logic programs of signature 
(@,I; 1, I)* For cxzp;pie :i;‘c +& *be C~~~‘itzlr;~~~_ _;_a i. !_ -- -- - .axU L.lr iv.ivwlllB fi 4.81~3 III murts gfimerai programs of 
this signature: 
x+2. W 
2 +- 3,x+7. !,9) = 
X+2 + X+4, Y+6, Y-+9. ’ z : t JJ 
X+8 * 5,6. (4) 
(1) can be thought of as augmenting the constant rules to include the (regular) set 
{ n: n 2 2). Each of (2)-(4) consists of two components; a basic component consisting 
of a constant or simple rule and a condili’oi; component. In (2) the constant rule 2 
is used to generate a fixed point F if and only if F sczrbi@ies thecondition (3, X + 7}, 
namely, ~EF and a+7~ F for some UEN). In (3) the simple rule X+2+X+4 is 
used to generate a fixed point F if and only if F satisfies the condition { Y + 6, Y + 9}, 
namely, c1+6, a +9E F for some aEN. 
Roughly speaking, F is a fixed point of a general program if we can select a 
subset of the general rules such that 
F is a fixed point of the simple program which uses the basic components of 
selerted rules __V__ - _ -_--, 
F satisfies all of the condition components uf each rule selected, 
F satisfies none of the condition components of each rule not selected. 
By way of example, consider the general program, P: 
x+1 + x, Y, y+2. 
X +- X+3,2. 
We observe that 3N, 3N + 1 and 3N + 2 are all fixed points of P since none of these 
satisfies the conditiogl ( Y, Y + 2). However, the union, G, of any two of these is not 
a fixed point of P because G satisfies the condition { Y, Y+2} but it is not a fixed 
point of the program {X 4 1+ X; X + X + 3). 
The fixed point theory for programs of signature (0: II; PI, I) in which we allow n 
constants appears to require no essentially new ide . We maintain fl co 
somewhat independently. The basic components are 
become more elaborate. 
Our current work [S] is on the 
(0, ; 1, n) in. whit we allow a single constant and n > 1 
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selected from a symbol alphabet, Z: In this setting it is natural to regard ground 
. 
where uo,ul,..., U, F. Z* and X is a variable. We can prove that the least fixed 
point of such a progr;irB is regulai . ...* A--..,... p :- em_.. 1 _-._ W1rC11GVC1 L 13 lG&l a,. II”WCVGL, ?_E,...-..,, the imiiiediate 
generalization of 
J,(L)= n R”(CU{WER Iwlan}) 
nar) 
for Lc 2’” can produce a non-recursively enumerable set. fhus the non-minimal 
fixed points of (0,l; 1, it j programs need not be regular even when C is. 
5. Example 
We present here a logic program P of signature (0,l; 1, 1) satisfying the criteria 
(1) P has a fixed point F of arbitrary recursive complexity, 
(2) there is no finite, non-empty SE F such that F - S is a fixed point of P: 
We build P using the constant 0 and four sets of rules, two sets (5,6) for building 
two different patterns, roughly corresponding to the patterns {0,2,4} and (d in the 
example above, and two sets of rules (7,8) serving to link instances of the patterns 
in a fixed point. Here is P: 
0. 
x+2 + x,x+3,x+5. 
X+3 c- X,X+2,X+5. 
X-t-l + X,x+44,x+5. 
x+4 + x,x+1,x+5. 
X+5 t X~tl2,X+l4,X+i5,X+17. 
X+5 + X+12,X+13,X+16,X+17. 
X+12 + X,X=+2,X+3,X+5. 
x+12 * x,x+1, x+4, x+5. 
Part of one fixed point of P is shown in Fig. 1. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(7) --------___-___ 
\ \ \ \ 
t (8) -.-=-h-k-...~,-..,,, 
Fig. I. 
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We claim that given any R G N, the set 
is a fixed point of F? We leave the (easy) verification of this claim to the reader. 
The picture in Fig. ?_ arises W)?Pf? ! F _r? ?a! n 24 2 e _P ci?ls-P P mc23* b@ &,oS@T, ..A____ - - --, -c --, -.a_ 2 _ a.. Y.llWl 1. ..1u, 
arbitrarily, the rrlcnrsive comp!exity of a fixed point of ? may be made arbitrarily 
high. To see that the second criterion above is met, suppcse SC FR is finite anh 
m = min(S). Ef m = 3 (mod 12) then m - 1 E! T(FR -§) so & -S (which contains 
m - 1) is ~34% 3 6x4. y0ln.f The ressizkig is si;P,&r ;f j;j z 4,s jlj& 12). if m %z (J 
(mod 12) then Vk, m + 12k& T(FR -S). But since 3 is finite, FR -S cannot be a 
fixed poitlt. This argument also applies if m = 1,2 (mod 12). SIi.ic;t. SG FR ii~3t: are 
the only possibilities for m (mod 12). 
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